
The Global CCU6 offers a range of features designed to 
not only make managing your gaming floor easier and 
more efficient but also prepare your venue for the future 
of cashless digital gaming.

GLOBAL 
GAMING 
SYSTEM

The Global Gaming System is the most widely used gaming system in NSW. First developed nearly 30 years ago 

and through various updates, the system continues to operate in more than 1,000 venues across the country.

The system comprises a suite of products that allow you to monitor all EGMs, automate payouts, facilitate credit 

transfer and provides powerful reporting and analytical capabilities. The Global Gaming System can also be 

configured with our loyalty systems as well as Omni VISION remote reporting.

Windows based platform 
ready for feature upgrades 

and new products.

Simple click and drag 
interface for machine moves 

and conversions.

Remote support and 
upgrades means fewer 

technician callouts, reducing 
your operating costs.

Real-time visibility into  
the performance of your 

gaming floor.

Unclaimed tickets are stored 
on the CCU, no manual 

handling.

Cashless  
(TITO/MIMO) ready!



Get in Touch!
www.utopiagaming.com.au  |  1800 200 201

The Central Credit Unit (CCU) is the heart of the Global 

Gaming System.  It allows you to monitor all EGMs in 

real-time and facilitates credit transfers and payouts.

The Global Eye processes all EGM data and generates 

valuable reports and business insights.

UTOPIA Loyalty is easy to use and allows venues to 

build a database of patrons and reward them when 

transacting and gaming.

Bring your venue into the cashless digital future with 

TITO and our new card-based Global MIMO. Reduce 

staff costs and enhance customer experience with 

automated payouts and reduced wait times.

Omni VISION is our secure, cloud-based portal with an 

extensive list of reporting options allowing operators 

to monitor machine performance and make rapid, 

informed decisions. Omni VISION monitors all EGMs 

connected to the Global Gaming System as well as 

other Banktech and UTOPIA devices. 

Central Credit Unit 
(CCU) Global Eye Loyalty Cashless Omni VISION

A COMPLETE VENUE SOLUTION 


